half deep cuts, bed down with glue gun tip. Hold over counter edge and with a long board makes bends across entire wing. Do one bend line at a time. Flip over and glue sparingly, pulling glue gun tip quickly across wing. Hold until dry.

Don't remove paper from this part - helps part hold shape.

Pull rear pylon sides together here, then glue wing mount.

Two Part Wing
Each wing has a doubler, one glued underneath as shown in picture.

Two skewers should be a tight fit joining the wings.

Wing Doubler

Foam skewers glued to underside of wing mount both sides for diagonal rubber band hold down.

Don't remove paper from this part.

Add coins as ballast until model balances.

Cut along dotted line after sanding rudder smooth. Insert two small plastic strips cut from scrap plastic packaging.

Rudder control horn cut from small popsicle stick.

3/4" popsicle stick control horn.

1/32" wire pushed in with good amount of glue for tow hook.

1/32" wire for bungee or hi start hook.

Grunau Baby II B

1": 1" Scale

HK-GT2 3 ch use 3.7v 15 lipo
1 gram servos(s)
Model needs 1 oz to balance

Model needs 1 oz to balance

Add coins as ballast until model balances.

Cut along dotted line after sanding rudder smooth. Insert two small plastic strips cut from scrap plastic packaging.

Rudder control horn cut from small popsicle stick.

3/4" popsicle stick control horn.

1/32" wire pushed in with good amount of glue for tow hook.

1/32" wire for bungee or hi start hook.

1/32" wire pushed in with good amount of glue for tow hook.